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Sentence-Making & Self-expreSSion activitieS

Adjective Games

 Both of these games are sentence-making exercises that aim to build stu-
dents’ store of adjectives and their ability to use them in sentences. Game-play 
is similar to Elementary Openers: chips are given for successful sentences; 
mistakes must be retried on one’s next turn. To play at least one (if not both) of 
these games fulfills an elective requirement in the 7th Rank, and there is sup-
port for both in 7th Rank PLS Click.

Adjectives for Sentence-Making

 The teacher begins a round by selecting an adjective from the cue sheet 
(not at random—see below) and saying to the class, e.g., “Name something 
fast.”

 Students compete to earn points by making true statements:
 S1: Horse is fast.
 T: Try again.
 S2: Trains are fast. (S1 slaps his forehead and realizes what his mistake 

was.)
 T: Good! Take a chip.
 S3: Morning is fast.
 T:  Err—actually, morning is early, not fast. (Quick explanation of the dif-

ference; student is then asked to think of a different sentence.)
 S1: Horses are fast.
 T: That’s better! You can take a chip.
  (And so on...)

Supply the Adjective

 This game differs from the one above in that, rather than the teacher 
specifying an adjective and the students choosing matching nouns, it works the 
other way around: the teacher gives a noun, and students fit adjectives to it.

 In neither of these games are we to proceed higgledy-piggledy down the 
list with no thought to order or progression. Take careful notes each week on 
which words, from which categories, you’ve practiced; the next lesson, decided 
carefully whether to, A) repeat practice of the same words, or, B)  add a new 
one, drop the oldest one, and repeat practice of the others. Such ‘spiraled’ 
progress is key to maximizing these activities’ educational benefits.


